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Symbols

10-20-30 minutes organization 17
15-minute daily standing meeting 13

A

a priori effort estimation metric 211
activity diagram 178
adaptive maintenance 225
ADPD (Agile and Defined Project Development) 95, 108, 134, 158, 176, 228
ADPD life cycle 135, 179
ADPD planning game 142
Agile development 4, 176, 224
Agile Intergroup Improvement Team (AIIT) 152, 171
Agile life cycle 137
Agile Manifesto 96, 134
Agile methodology 3, 65, 72, 95, 104, 143, 158, 184, 228
Agile methods 65
Agile teams 67, 101
AIIT establishment 173
alpha test 76
appearance 34
automatic or metric-driven cost estimation 92

B

bank and security systems 67
behavior 47
beta test 76
body 34
brainstorming 12
business logic 215
business workflow 178

C

CBO (coupling between objects) 203
CC coefficients 210
CC-based metrics 233
certification 41
change log 146
Chidamber and Kemerer’s suite (CK) 203
class cognitive index (CCGI) 218
class complexity 205
class complexity metric 206
class diagram 177
class-level metrics 193
CLD (class to leaf depth) 236
COCOMO (constructive cost model) 51, 194, 198
code 13, 99, 119, 120, 147, 229
code description document (CDD) 76
code revision 100
coding 3, 80
coding standards 120, 145
cohesion 236, 239
collaboration diagram 178
collective ownership 120
color usage 27
commercial partner 42
communication 2, 21, 37, 45, 109
component diagram 178, 182
component reuse 68
concurrent versions systems (CVS) 99, 165
conference 24
conference presentation 32
constructive criticism 47
consultant 1
continuous feedback 110
continuous integration 117
controller 5
corrective maintenance 225
cost evaluation 74
cost-driven project 101
COTS (components off the shelf) 158
coupling 236, 239
courage 11, 57, 111
CRC cards 139, 179
critical activities 15
customer 41, 115, 171
customer change requests (CCR) 216
CVS repository 146
cyclomatic complexity 196

D

daily meeting 164
data abstraction coupling (DAC) 204
database layer code 215
deadlines 17
decision tree analysis 89
decision-making process 59
delegation 56
deployment diagram 178, 183
developer 1, 5, 115, 142
development life cycle 138
development phase 75, 84
development time 52
direct feedback 3, 38
DIT (deep inheritance tree) 203
documentation 100, 109
duplication analysis metrics 219
duplication-related metrics 219
duration 22

E
economic loss (EL) 86
effort adjustment factor (EAF) 201
effort estimation 206
embedded project 200
engine faults 215
engineered product 80
engineering measure 191
estimated effort 52, 66
estimated project duration 52
estimation of development effort 229
extra resources 17
eXtreme Programming (XP) 78, 108

F

failure 60
fan-in and fan-out of the modules 89
fault proneness metrics 215
faulty event (FE) 86
feasibility document (FD) 74
feasibility study 73
feedback 3, 38, 46, 57, 73, 110, 154, 168
fifteen-minute daily standing meeting 155, 173
fixed contract 101
FMMEC (counts of interaction between classes) 236
forty-hour weeks 122, 125
functional metrics 194
functional test 149

G

Gantt diagram 15, 50, 75
glue person 5
graphic appeal 22

H

hands-on training 41
IKIWISI (I’ll know it when I see it) 65, 80, 113
indirect feedback 3, 38
information flow 187
information technology 65
inherited attributes 202
inherited methods 202
innovator 5
integrated software management 169
integration 76
integration and test 131
intergroup coordination 171
internal class implementation (ICI) 218
IT project group 6

Key Process Areas (KPAs) 158
knowledge 105

language 22
LCOM (lack of cohesion in methods) 203
Li and Henry’s framework (LH) 204
life cycle 73
line of code (LOC) 194
LOC measure 194
LOC-based metric 231
local attributes 202
local methods 202
long-term motivation 48
long-term prospects 18
look 34

management meeting 24
management of requirements 143
management presentation 30
marketing presentations 31
McCabe metric 197
meeting 13
message-passing coupling (MPC) 204
meta-models 72
metaphor 112, 120
metric taxonomy 192
metric-driven cost estimation 92
metrics 192, 229
monkey test 215
monthly strategy 14
MTBF (mean time between failures) 226
MTTF (mean time to failure) 226

NIHICP (information flow based non-inheritance cou 236
NM (number of methods) 235
NMI (number of methods inherited) 236
NMpub (number of public methods of a class) 235
NOC (number of child) 203
NOP (number of parents) 236
number of methods (NOM) 204
NumPara (number of parameters) 235

object-oriented metrics 201
object-oriented systems 231
on-site customer 112, 141, 171
on-the-job training 42
online presentations 21
organic project 200
organization process definition 167
organization process focus 165
overtime 17

pair programming 118, 144, 164
paper presentation 27
Pareto law (80-20 law) 88
peer reviews 171
people management 44
PERT diagrams 15
planning game 114, 117, 142
planning of risk control 85
positive feedback 47
presentation 20
presentations with slides 23
preventive maintenance 226
problem solving 44, 47
problem-oriented format 26
Program Evaluation and Review Technology (PERT) 15
programming 143
project development 98, 143
project document 173, 176
project documentation 151
project leader 4
project lifetime 66
project maintenance 224
project manager 4, 39, 183
project measurement document (PMD) 76
project metrics 216
project specification document (PSD) 75
project technology 68
prototype 77
prototyping life cycle 78

R
Raleigh-Norden equation 52
rapid application development (RAD) environment 77
RCS 165
real-time systems 68
reduction risk coefficient (RRC) 86
refactor 112
refactoring 120
regression testing 150
release phase 140, 186
requirement management 160
requirement specification document (RSD) 74
requirements and analysis 130
resources 53
responding to change 103
reviewer 5
revision control system (RCS) 99
RFC (response for a class) 203
risk 118
risk analysis 85
risk classification 85
risk exposure (RE) 86
risk identification 85
risk management 84
risk monitoring 85
risk solving 85

risk/cost factor 89

S
safety critical systems 68
sandwiched presentations 24
schedule adherence (SA) 216
scheduling 143
scheduling activities 16
SDE tool 184
semi-detached project 200
sequence diagram 178
short-term motivation 48
short-term objectives 18
simple design 117
simplicity 3, 10, 37, 56, 110
Size 1 metric 204
Size 2 metric 204
slide presentation 23
small releases 116, 141
Smart Development Environment (SDE) 178
software subcontract management 163
software configuration management 165
software capability maturity model (CMM-SW) 134
software development 72, 114
software engineering 65
software management 72
software measurement 191
software metric adoption 173
software metrics 154
software product engineering 170
software product life cycle 165
software project oversight 162
software project planning 161
software project tracking 162
software quality assurance 163
speech 28
spiral life cycle 81, 137, 225
state diagram 178
structured presentation 25
SW-CMM 158
system fault (SF) metric 216
system test fault (STF) 216
system test plan (STP) 74
system-level metrics 193
T
TAC++ Framework 206
task cards 142
tasks relationships 16
team 4
team behavior 11
team leader 4, 39
team manager 10, 20, 142, 153
team meeting 24
team members 164
team motivation 44, 48
team presentation 30
team productivity (TP) 216
team working 1
technical partner 42
technical presentations 31
technical skills 104
technology 2, 40, 64
test integration 131
test plan 92
test practices 147
tests 117
textual analysis 178
throw-away prototype 77
time management 10
TJ framework 207
traceability 146
training 36, 156
training program 168
turnover 105

U
UML 176
UML case tools 183
unit test 147
use case diagram 177

V
value 2
vice presidents 13
voice 33

W
walking skeleton (WS) 138
walking skeleton phase 179
waterfall life cycle 73, 136, 199
waterfall methodology 227
weekly planning 14
WH (what and how) 56
WMC (weighted methods per class) 203

X
XML 225
XML schema 113
XP 95, 135, 158
XP life cycle 117, 130
XP planning game 110
XP rules 112, 142